13 Painful Life Lessons I’ve Learned as a Full-Time Writer

Make sure to answer each question with at least one full sentence, unless stated otherwise.

1. What are the three most important things you want to take away from this article? Why those? (One sentence defense each)

2. Where are three areas where you believe that the author the article is completely wrong? Again defend your answer for each area.

3. What are the most important four lessons that you believe he learned?

4. Why do you think those are the most important?

5. Give two examples of where he imparts some lesson he learned that you think is either hard to hear or you simply don’t believe. Justify why you don’t believe in what he says.

6. This article is a mixed bag of both good and bad. Why do you believe this is?

7. Based off this article what behaviors do you think he has changed because of these hard life lessons?

8. What will you take away from this article that you didn’t have before?

9. Do you believe that people and their behavior can all only be explained by their experiences?